The formation of fast pulses from a current charged transmission line and opening switch is described. By employing a plasma focus as an opening switch and diode in the prototype device, a proton beam of peak energy 250 keV is produced. The time integrated energy spectrum of the beam is constructed from a Thomson spectrograph.
Introduction
To date, the pulse forming lines (PFL) evolved from lumped capacitor circuit systems have been used to produce short, fast rising, high power pulses. Since the energy in these systems is stored in the electric field in the dielectric of the transmission line, the maximum stored energy density is limited by the dielectric breakdown strength.
For the most commonly used dielectrics, water and transformer oil, the brkdorn field strength is empirically found1 as Recently we reported2 that magnetic field energy can be stored in the transmission line and a rectangular high power pulse can be produced into a matched load. In contrast to electric field energy, the magnetic field energy density is not limited by the dielectric medium. Thus, a very high density device i.e., compact system can be built.
The dielectric in this case has to hold off only the output pulse field which is half of the charging field of a conventional PFL and easily an order of magnitude shorter than the pulse charging period. The empirical breakdown field strength formula has been found to be an underestimate for such a fast pulse.3 Therefore, the energy density of such a device can be increased easily by an order of magnitude over that of a conventional PFL. Furthermore, the bulky and expensive voltage step up device, such as a Marx generator or pulse transformer, employed in most pulsed power systems can be eliminated.
In this paper, we will describe our analysis of pulse formation from a current charged transmission line, a prototype experimental device, and preliminary results of ion beam production and its energy spectrum analysis.
Current Charged Line and Pulse Formation Analogous to the pulse formation from the (voltage) charged transmission line, one can show that a rectangular pulse can be formed from a current charged transmission line and an opening switch system, by using basic transmission line theory. Another pinhole of variable size is placed upstream of the gate valve which is 50 cm upstream of the spectrometer, and serves as an approximate point source of ions with an intensity that depends on the pinhole size.
The deflection angles of ions by the electric and magnetic fields of the spectrometer are given by e = ZeEL, -ZeBL e 2T 'b 42-AMf and can be used to measure the energy per charge and the momentum per charge respectively, where E and B are electric and magnetic field extended in length L, Z is the charge state, A is the mass number, T is the kinetic energy of the ion, and M is the unit nucleon mass based on C12.
The combination of both deflections gives a parabola equation which can be used to determine the charge to mass ratio of ions. A= AMEL e2 Ze(BL) Two shots are needed to complete a Thomson spectrograph: one shot without applied voltage to the electrodes (magnets) deflects all ions vertically, which provides a reference axis (B-axis), and a second shot with electric field by applying a voltage (1 to 10 kV) in addition to the magnetic field which makes a parabola pattern of ion tracks on the CR-39 detector plate. Since the permanent magnets are built into the system, it is difficult to make an E-axis in the horizontal direction, as done in previous works.5 '6 We have found, however, that just enough neutral ions (which may be neutralized by charge exchange or recombination process after the acceleration) are present to mark the origin of the parabola coordinates.
This feature not only removes the necessity of the extra shot for the E-axis, but also allows use of small magnets built into the system, thus making operation of the system very simple. After exposure to the ion beams, the The Thomson spectrometer is particularly well suited for ion beam analysis.
A typical Thomson parabola taken with hydrogen filling gas is shown in Fig. 4 .
The size of the upstream pinhole near the gate valve is adjusted to 0.6 mm diameter which makes the density of ion tracks on the detector plate low enough to be counted by using a simple optical microscope. Each track (dot) corresponding to each ion is well separated as seen in Fig. 4 
Conclusions
We have shown that high power pulses can be produced by a current charged transmission line and opening switch. A plasma focus, as an opening switch and a diode, has been incorporated with a current charged transmission line to produce energetic charged particles.
By analyzing Thomson parabola data, protons and impurity ions have been identified. In addition, the time integrated energy spectrum of the proton beam has been constructed.
Although a great deal more effort is required to understand the detailed dynamics of the plasma focus opening switch, it has been demonstrated that the current charged transmission line and plasma focus system is an attractive compact accelerator.
